The Potion is Actually . . .
Tired of potions being little vials of liquid? Roll here:
1

Slow fuses to be placed in beard and hair

2

a candle worn on the body

3

Moths released from a gourd, effect lasts as long as one can still be seen

4

a ruby clutched becomes hotter and hotter, if dropped effect ends

5

a small fish that must be consumed live

6

a fairy in aspic

7

a silk sash, when removed it crumbles to dust

8

an herbal cigar

9

a teetotum made from a single tooth

10

an air-tight jar with a white rose that shrivels in the air

11

a fishy liquid poured over clothes and hair, effect ends when it dries

12

a dried mushroom

13

a cylindrical clockwork, twisted it slowly twists back to break, then the effect ends

14

a pouch of powder, cut open-- effect begins, powder gone-- effect ends

15

a bamboo cage with fighting crickets, partition removed-- effect begins

16

a cask of liquid that must be completely consumed

17

a thorny shoot of berries that must be eaten from continuously to gain effect

18

a grey snake is made to bite a golden-furred mouse, when the mouse dies the effect ends

19

a vial of tiny eyes

20

a glass figurine shattered for the effect

21

Small fuzzy fruit that must be consumed fresh

22

a longship modeled in ice, floated on liquid-- effect begins, lasts until it melts

23

a cocoon, when heated turns into a transparent butterfly

24

a lump of black tar with bits of glass that must be consumed

25

a bottle rocket

26

a ginger bread diorama with roaches-- must be consumed

27

a blazingly hot pepper

28

Dwarven sausage

29

a flute, played continuously to gain effect

30

a pumpkin sized egg to be cracked open

